Literature and Science has become a recognizable and respected field in the academy, and this paper asks whether technology studies holds a place in that (inter)discipline. Before we can locate technology within literature and science scholarship, we might be tempted to ask a further question: if science and technology are intimately related concepts, why pull technology out as a subject that might be studied with literature but separately from science? This question forms the focus of my article.
I posit two partial explanations for this state of affairs. First, those among us who adopt historicist methodologies inherit a disciplinary division, since the history of science and the history of technology are organised in separate professional societies. Scholars who belong to the international Society for the History of Technology (or SHOT) have clear anecdotal reasons for this disjuncture. The founder of this society, Melvin Kranzberg, famously asked if technology studies could be included in the History of Science Society. When his request was denied, he started a new academic society.
As a result of this divide, the history of science (with its professional meeting, HSS, and its related journal, Isis) is studied independently from the history of technology (with its professional meeting, SHOT, and its related journal Technology and Culture). This disciplinary structure inflects interdisciplinary practices: when historically minded scholars aspire to study literature and technology, they tend to cite more work from SHOT scholars than from HSS scholars. Literature and Science is a younger field than the history of science or technology; Isis was first released in 1912 and the first instalment of Technology and Culture appeared in 1959, while the first issue of Configurations came out in 1993 and the first of JLS in 2008. Thus, although scholars of literature and science have been more welcoming to technology studies than HSS has been historically, we still inherit that fractured tradition.
Beyond the intersections between these historical societies and our own, I propose that science has been studied with literature more frequently because it is associated with discursive practices, while technology is associated with material culture. Concomitantly, early students of literature and science such as Aldous Huxley found it more difficult to imagine studying technology together with literature. In his 1963 study Literature and Science, he notes that little poetry had been written about the labour-saving machine, but he recognizes that the "social, political, and economic," and the personal, cultural, "philosophical and religious" ramifications of technology might interest the literary scholar (44).
Today, we no longer believe that the study of literature and technology would mean, simply, studying a poem about a device. But the idea that science and literature could be studied together because both are discursive has remained influential for generations. Richard Grusin noted that Literature and Science has roots in the nowcontested "poststructuralist axiom that everything is a text" (349). Writing in 1995, he argued that commendable scholarship founded in this intellectual tradition was marked by an "unwillingness to privilege either the literary or the scientific" (351). This symmetrical approach was significantly beneficial to our discipline, because it helped to break down the presumed barriers between the "two cultures" of literature and science. However, our field's historical emphasis on textuality may have also rendered technology a more difficult concept to grapple with than science. Interestingly, one of the issues of Configurations that most holistically addressed technology studies also included a fascinating debate about the "tension between the discursive and the material" (Lenoir 374 ).
The Benefits of Studying Literature and Technology
The generative nature of such debates reveals why literature and technology should be studied together more consistently and intentionally within Literature and Science. Scholars who continue to use text-based methods of analysis aspire to approach literature and technology symmetrically, in the way that scholars have scrutinized and continue to scrutinize literature and science. Tim Armstrong, Leo Marx, Mark Seltzer, and Cecelia Tichi have not published in Configurations or JLS, but they have blazed this trail of study by reading literature and technology in conversation with one another. More recently, Kevin LaGrandeur (who also has not yet published in these journals) has examined material technological culture and discourses about the master/slave relationship in his book Androids and Intelligent Networks in Early Modern Culture (2013). Using a similar methodology but focusing on rather different subject matter, Colin Milburn-who is a contributor to Configurations-has interrogated video games alongside technical and scientific discourses to chronicle the influential transdisciplinary fantasy that the future could be programmed in his book Mondo Nano (2015) . With Ronald R. Kline, I have examined how Nikola Tesla and a cadre of fin de siècle utopians crafted an earlier fantasy that the future could be wirelessly electrified. And, in my own book, Power Lines (2017), I have argued that twenty-first century literary historians tend to discuss technology in a fallacious way, organizing disparate inventions together and ascribing them agency-even when we discuss historical actors who did not use the word technology. Although I did not know it at the time, I used the concept "technological fallacy" in a similar manner to Grusin's 1994 Configurations article, "What is an Electronic Author?" In the same book, I also have demonstrated that metonymy plays a central role in the way that we construe electricity and technology metonymically. I argued that: when the word electricity evokes the components that users see and controlthe light you turned on, the power whirring through your devices-it functions as a metonym. Even if the word calls up transformers or power lines, it remains unlikely to elicit an image of the people and artifacts whose actions created, installed, and maintained those apparatuses. Metonymy thus . . . erases the fact that we regularly rely on people and artifacts we rarely (if ever) see; it accentuates only the parts of the bewildering whole that foster a sense of individual control. (Lieberman 214) By understanding how metonymy structures the way that Americans conceptualize specific technologies and the concept technology more broadly, I propose that we can read technology as literature-and that we can understand literature as an actant that inflects the social meanings of technology. To posit an imperfect analogy, I suggest that science:metaphor::technology:metonymy. Perhaps, then, the study of metonymy in technological culture could become as productive a methodology as the study of metaphor in science.
Other approaches to the study of literature and technology are also emergingthough these studies are not necessarily appearing in the pages of Configurations or JLS at this time. Rosalind Williams does not attend SLSA or publish in its related journals, but her book The Triumph of Human Empire (2013) combines biography with philosophy in its study of literature and technology. Shortly after she published this book, she won SHOT's lifetime achievement Leonardo DaVinci medal, indicating this professional society's investment in her interdisciplinary approach. Meanwhile, Mark Victor Hansen has used the study of literature and technology to raise questions about methodologies that we may take for granted: he challenged the prominence of representationalism in literature and science studies and advocated for an embodied approach to the study of technology. Still other scholars, including but not limited to N. Katherine Hayles, Laura Otis, Melissa Littlefield, and Cathy Waldby and Susan Merrill Squier, have written about technology as an implicit or explicit part of the study of literature and science.
Clearly, important work is being done in this area. Yet many of us who study literature and technology wander between conferences and journals searching for an intellectual home. We might publish the odd article in Modern Language Quarterly or American Studies Journal or Configurations or JLS or Technology and Culture; we might alternate the conferences we attend, working assiduously to appeal to multiple audiences. This dissemination of ideas can be useful to a certain extent-but it can also impede us from developing our own projects, finding each other's work, locating would-be mentors, or recognizing the permeable boundaries of our emerging interdisciplinary fields.
Conclusion
If we wish to cultivate active intellectual communities with shared interests under the usefully flexible banner of Literature and Science, we should build that desire into our institutions. Literature and technology is only one area that might benefit from such a change. Literature and Science academic societies could follow SHOT's model and adopt an optional working group system, where like-minded scholars may elect to enter into subgroups. SLSA, for example, already has a number of de facto affinity groups that could easily be formalized, including literature and technology, as well as environmental studies, animal studies, new media studies, and science fiction studies to name only a few.
This strategy would serve to strengthen Literature and Science, too. Can we imagine literature without technologies of communication, or technology without blueprints, narratives, and patents? Can we imagine studying literature and science without also thinking about the apparatuses used by scientific practitioners? By reserving space for purposeful and ongoing conversations about technology studies, we can begin to develop a more coherent corpus of work in this subfield, and, in turn, we can salubriously influence the future of Literature and Science. As I have shown, scholars from various disciplines-including Cultural Studies, the History of Technology, and Literature and Science-have produced important work about literature and technology. Still, we could do more to amplify the signal of these efforts. If we do not set aside space for discussing technology more deliberately, I fear that a good amount of work in this area will remain in journals that are still organized by nation and chronology-unsynthesized by the disconnected scholars who should be working together on the questions concerning technology and literature today.
